Organizations:

This is an organizational network for teachers across the country to share ideas, ideals, material and views pertaining to all subject material as well as toward teaching and its philosophies. It also provides legal resource and insurance information to members of our profession, and references subdivisions of the individual states.

This is a source of material designed with the introductory physics teacher in mind. It is a source of lesson plans, publications on the teaching of physics and articles pertaining to the subject.

Publications:

This is a text pertaining to educational psychology used in a manner to redefine teaching itself in order to improve the relations of a classroom so as to prevent students from becoming disruptive to the learning environment.

This is a text pertaining directly to material that I will find myself teaching in various units throughout my expected curricula in my placements and career. It is written in after a fashion that is easy to read and understand while also helpful in providing lab activity ideas able to demonstrate the materials applicability to the student.

Poor Publication:

This is a text pertaining directly to material that I will find myself teaching as well but is written after a fashion that is very nearly impossible to comprehend the implications of without a very advanced degree. It also provides little material that is of regard to the level of learning that is expected of students of the age that would be taking this course.